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FLIGHT lNVESTlGATlON OF INSTALLATION EFFECTS ON A PLUG 
NOZZLE INSTALLED ON AN UNDERWING NACELLE 
by Nick E. Samanich and  Roger Chamberlin 
Lewis Research Center  
SUMMARY 
Several configurations of a plug nozzle were installed on an underwing nacelle 
mounted on an F-106B aircraft. A J85-GE-13 turbojet engine provided primary fllow. 
Nozzle performance was investigated in the Mach range from 0. 6 to 1 .3 .  Installation 
effects were determined by comparing the performance with 0.34-scale isolated cold- 
flow results which were obtained with a 21. 6-centimeter (8.5-in. ) diameter mode'l in 
the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. The configurations tested simulate subsonic geom- 
etr ies of nozzles designed for high-pressure-ratio operation near Mach 2.8.  Parametr :~ 
changes in plug truncation, shroud extension, corrected secondary weight flow, alld 
nozzle pressure ratio were made. The effect of nacelle shape immediately upstream of 
the plug assembly was also investigated. 
~k".nI- In most cases the installation had little effect on nozzle performance at Mach. -I* 
bers from 0.8  to 0. 9. An adverse effect was measured a t  lower speeds and at I\fi8.eh 
numbers from 1 0 to 1.2 ,  but the installed nozzle performance peaked at Mach 0.95 axrd 
was significantly higher than the isolated nozzle data. The favorable effect resulted 
from an amplification of the pressure r i se  behind the terminal shock resulting from t1le 
combination of the wing and nacelle flow fields. The major difference in pe:rlorrn:%nce 
between isolated and installed configurations resulted from changes in pressure Irpcces 
on the plug surface. The insbllation caused appreciable cir cumferentiak pressu-e var i- 
ations on the plug nozzle assembly imme&ately aft of the wing trailing edge. The Mgn 
pressures on top caused the secondary cooling a i r  to exit asymmetrically in some in- 
stances. No evidence of unsteady pressure on the plug surface was detected by hCg-7- 
response pressure transducers. 
Nozzle performance (thrust-minus-drag ratioed to ideal primary thrust) of approx - 
imately 0.95 was measured a t  Mach 0.90 at an exhaust nozzle pressure ratio ~f 3.7  and 
approximately 3-percent corrected secondary flow. Increasing corrected secondatry flow 
raised nozzle performance over the range tested (2 to 9 percent), primarily beeaease of 
the increase in secondary-flow exit momentum. The configuration having a 1boattstiHed 
nacelle afterbody and smaller plug was less sensitive to changes in nozzle pressure ratio 
than the cylindrical nacelle with larger plug. The degree of plug truncatio;i~ whick, was 
possible without adversely affecting plug performance appeared to be sensitfve to config- 
uration and Mach number. 
INTRODUCTION 
The L v a i s  Research Center is conducting an investigation into the effects of air-  
k a m e  1~2stallation on the performance of several representative turbojet exhaust nozzles 
operating in the transonic speed range (refs. 1 to 3). The powerplant installation being 
shdied is a nacdlle in an aft underwing location. One of the nozzle types being tested is 
a plug nozzle, The plug nozzle provides good aerodynamic performance, has a low 
infrared s i g~a lu r e ,  can operate efficiently over a range of pressure ratios with minimal 
gearnelry changes and may be quieter than other nozzle types (refs. 4 and 5). 
Originail investigations of plug nozzles were made with isentropic external expansion 
s~irfases (reis. 6 to 9). The high lip angles of the primary flap, characteristic of these 
rozale:i, aevelop low base pressure with accompanying high drag over most of the Mach 
~urnbej. range. A study was made of the effect of lip angle on internal performance of 
con~ica;l and contoured plugs (ref. 10). It was shown that on a conical plug, the lip angle 
conld be reduced considerably below the theoretical value required for complete external 
exparsion without incurring any appreciable performance penalty. The shallower lip 
angles tend! to  minimize the adverse effect of the external stream. The effect of conic 
p!ug angle was explored in a ser ies  of British experiments using a 0' lip angle and a 
translating cylindrical shroud to provi& variable internal expansion (refs. 11 and 12). 
B:gh eif:ciencies were demonstrated over a wide range of pressure ratios and similar 
results wrere shown in reference 13. The British study also showed that decreasing conic 
plug angle had a favorable effect with a practical optimum at  about 10' half-angle. A 
l - ~ ~ i e %  inveskigatisn of the effect of plug truncation was also made by the British (ref. 12) 
arb m;re extensively by Schmeer, Kirkham, and Salters (ref. 14). More recently some 
sPcdies -#ere made with a 10' half-angle plug nozzle with varying primary throat area  
six-ula~ing both hinged and translating primary flaps (refs. 15 and 16). 
A flight test program was initiated to determine installation effects on a large- 
scs le plug -9ozzle design, free of model blockage and tunnel wall effects which a r e  usually 
present zra a wind tunnel in the transonic region. Flight tests  were conducted with an 
F- B06B aircraft mo&fied to carry two 63.5-centimeter (25.0-in. ) diameter nacelles, aft 
rn=ranled under the wing. The nacelles had normal shock inlets and contained J85- CE- 13 
turjojei; engines. The plug nozzle was  installed in the left nacelle (fig. 1) and had a 10' 
2 half-nagie conical plug with a fixed primary throat area  (A* = 710 cm2, or 110 in. ) 
which permitted operation at  part speed and a t  military power. The afterburner-can of 
the research engine was rnodiried to provide for attachment of the plug. The tests  in- 
cluded several variations of the nozzle design. Parametric changes in plug truncation 
and shroud extension were made. The effect of nacelle shape immediately upstream of 
the nozzle assembly was also investigated. The test conditions which were varied 
included corrected secondary weight flow, from 2 to 9 percent of primary weight Elow; 
exhaust nozzle pressure ratio, from 2.3 to 5.5; and flight Mach number, from @. 6
to 1.3. 
The results include comparisons of the flight nozzle performance with results from 
0.34-scale isolated cold-flow tests obtained during an investigation in the Lewis 2 -  by 
6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel reported in reference 17. Static performance sf !.he 
flight hardware is reported in reference 18. Other results include evaluations of nozz..e 
performance and secondary flow pumping characteristics, and a breakdown of the forces 
on each of the various nozzle components. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Instal lat ion 
Details of the airplane modifications and the nacelle-engine assembly are given in 
reference 3. A schematic of the research nacelle and plug nozzle is shown in figure 2 ,  
1 The nacelle was located at  the 32-percent semispan with a downward incidence of 43 
(relative to the wing chord) so  that the aft portion of the nacelle was tangent to the aft 
wing lower surface. The nacelle had 0' cant and was positioned to provide approximately 
0.64-centimeter (0.25-in. ) clearance at the wing trailing edge. The apex of the iurll- 
length plug was 129.3 centimeters (50.9 in. ) aft of the wing trailing edge. Details of the  
wing modifications, nacelle shape, and mounting strut  a r e  given in reference 19. The 
strut  with the wide fairing of reference 19 was used. 
The gas generator for  the plug nozzle was a 585-63-13 turbojet engine with after- 
burner. The variable-area nozzle was removed and replaced with a fixed -plug nozzle. 
The plug nozzle was attached to the afterburner exit using a packing gland slip joint. 
The plug loads were taken out through three struts .  Secondary cooling a i r  was supplied 
from the inlet and metered at the periphery of the compressor face by a calibrated ro-  
tary valve. 
Test Hardware 
The various plug assemblies tested a r e  shown in figures 3 to 5. The basic plug 
body (fig. 6) was a 10' half-angle conic structure which was attached to the ~ a c e l  le by 
three equally spaced hollow support struts. A nickel-chromium-base alloy (Rolled Alloy 
333) was used predominantly in the test hardware. A weight breakdown of the basic 
assembly is presented in table I. The same plug body was used in all  the assemblies. 
The basic plug size (fig. 6) was determined by several factors. It was desired to  have 
3 
the largest pllug possible consistent with the nacelle diameter of 63.5 centimeters (25.0 
in .  ), a secondary flow area large enough to permit approximately 12-percent coolant 
fiow, and a primary throat area permitting military operation of the 585-63-13 engine 
2 2 (710 ern or  110 in. ). A restriction to military o r  part-power operation was imposed 
So Binlpt the plug design temperature to 1006 K (1810~ R), thereby eliminating any nozzle 
cu3ling requirements. The 17' half-angle conical primary flap was designed to repre- 
sent a hinged-iris-type nozzle operating at its minimum area with a capability of 60- 
percerst area modulation. Secondary cooling a i r  was discharged over the primary nozzle 
iiap zhrozsgh an annular passage with a minimum flow area  of approximately 297 square 
2 cezatirneters (46 in. ). 
The maximum efficiency of this type of plug nozzle depends to a large degree on the 
pressure iorce on the external surface of the primary flap. At low-to-moderate nozzle 
pressure ratios, with the shroud retracted, the pressures on the flap a r e  not influenced 
by the primary jet but a re  dependent solely on the secondary and external flow over it. 
At high pressure ratios, the shroud is extended and i ts  position affects the expansion 
characteristics of the primary and secondary streams and is therefore critical. Shroud 
positions hariing the trailing edge ahead of or near the primary flap shoulder appear to 
Se near optimum for low-pressure-ratio operation. Two shroud lengths were tested 
with the egEn&ical nacelle configuration, both designed for low-pressure-ratio opera- 
tion: one was positioned such that i ts  trailing edge was in the same plane as the primary 
Slap shoulder (x/l = -0.08) and the other slightly upstream (x/l = -0.12). 
Sections of the plug were removable to provide truncation a t  approximately 75 and 
50 percent of its full length. Base caps were available for closing the truncated plugs. 
With the base caps removed (open base), approximately 1 to 2 percent of the secondary 
air was estimated to flow into the cavity. 
The basic configuration tested had a shroud whose ratio of exit area to primary 
throat area A,/A* was 4.60, corresponding to a pressure ratio of 37.0 a t  a specific- 
heat ratio of 1.34. (All symbols a re  defined in appendix C. ) In order to examine the 
effect of the installation on a lower pressure ratio design (27. 0), the primary flap was 
lengthened and the throat was moved 30.5 centimeters (12.0 in. ) downstream, maintain- 
ing the same throat area, as shown in the lower part of the bottom sketch in figure 6. 
(The basic cyUndrica1 nacelle had the primary exit plane approximately 6 .4  cm (2.5 in. ) 
behind .&,he wing trailing edge. ) The shroud internal exit diameter was then reduced to 
5 7 - 1 8  centimeters (22.51 in. ) by means of a rounded boattail on the nacelle. This pro- 
vided a ratla of shroud exit area to primary throat area  A,/A* of 3.75, corresponding 
to a pressure ratio of 27.0 a t  a specific-heat ratio of 1.34. The exit of the new primary 
ilap was located at the largest plug diameter compatible with the smaller shroud diam- 
eter and simuhting a hinged iris primary operating at its minimum area  with the capa- 
bility of 60-percent area modulation. The secondary exit flow area  was approximately 
2 3 16 square centimeters (49 in. ). Coordinates of the nacelle boattail and primary flap 
a r e  given in figures 7 and 8. Three shroud extensions were tested with the boa~tailed 
nacelle and 100-percent plug. They were a retracted shroud suitable for low-pressure- 
ratio operation whose exit was located in the same plane a s  the primary flap ''sirnuEateb" 
hinge (x'/Z ' = - 0.17 1) and two extensions corresponding to positions which mrglrt be 
suitable for, or  unavoidably encountered during, a typical flight acceleration profile. 
The extended shrouds tested terminated in the primary exit plane (x ' / / lf= 0- 005) and 
16.37 centimeters (6.44 in. ) downstream of the primary exit (xf/l = 0.177). PP shroud 
extending approximately 36.09 centimeters (14.21 in. ) downstream of the primary exit 
would be required for optimum performance when operating near the nozzle design pses- 
sure ratio of 27.0. The fully retracted shroud was also tested with the plug tr-sncated to  
approximately 65 percent of full length. The truncated plug was tested with and without 
a base cap. 
The effect of a tapered nacelle geometry on plug nozzle performance was also in- 
vestigated. The tapered outer fairing, shown in the upper portion of figure 6, sirnulazed 
the juncture of two conic sections with a maximum diameter of 69. 1 centimeters (27.2 
in. ). Except for the external geometric difference, the configuration was identical to 
the cylindrical nacelle assembly with retracted shroud (x/l = -0.08). The top of Yne 
tapered nacelle was cut flat to maintain an approximate 0.64- centimeter (0.25-in, ) 
clearance with the fixed portion of the wing elevon (fig. 9(b)). 
Instrumentation 
A new data recording system was developed specifically for the F-106 program, and 
a s  a result it was possible to instrument the plug nozzle quite extensively, see figure 9. 
The plug body had six area-weighted rows of 15 static-pressure orifices in each row, 
spanning the length of the plug as shown. The plug configurations truncated to  58 and 
75 percent of full length had nine and five static-pressure orifices in the base caps, r e -  
spectively. Three internal cavity pressures were used with the open-base confaguratlons. 
A row of 11 thermocouples with the junctures imbedded in the skin were located a t  a 
meridian angle of 45' on the plug body. The primary flaps, aft nacelle skin, and shroad 
extensions had four rows of static-pressure orifices equally spaced around the circum- 
ference. Internal static pressures were measured on the boattailed nacelle extended 
shrouds as well as skin temperatures on the longest shroud, x'/ll = 0.177, at meridian 
angles of 120' and 1 8 0 ~ .  Static pressures on both the forward and rearward lacirag 
surfaces of the double conic section of the tapered nacelle were measured at merlldim 
angles of 45O, 90°, 135O, and 180'. Four total-pressure and total-temperature probes 
were mounted near the secondary exit to monitor the secondary-flow conditjons. On the 
boatsailed and tapered nacelle configurations, a 10.2 -centimeter (4.0 -in. ) , six -tube, 
total-pressure, boundary-layer rake was mounted on the bottom of the nacelle at station 
5.24. 5 centimeters (206. 5 in. )(fig. 9). 
A s  shown in figure 2, the nacelles were supported by two attachment links with a 
strain-gage, load- cell assembly located between the links. The front and rea r  links 
-2iiere each a~ttached to the wing and nacelle with fittings having low friction bearings. 
Ezeh link was installed so  that a line through the axis of rotation of the upper and lower 
bearings was perpendicular to the nacelle thrust axis. This system of links transfers 
only this .mads parallel to the nacelle axis to the load cell. Accelerometers in the nacelle 
provide corrections for axial weight components and acceleration effects. 
Prscedu re 
All flights were made out of Cleveland Hopkins Airport with two 185.3-kilometer 
(100--n-"mi) test corridors over Lake Erie used during data acquisition. To utilize the 
maximum potential of the fuel available, data were taken a t  both subsonic and super- 
sonic Mach numbers for most flights. A total of 16 flights were made for the plug noz- 
zle tes t  series.  A prescribed flight trajectory was followed which resulted in a repeat- 
able angle-of-attack and elevon-deflection schedule (see figs. 10 and 11). 
For each codiguration the engine was run at  100-percent mechanical speed, the 
eorreeiled secondary-weight-flow ratio was se t  at about 0.03, and data were acquired 
over a range of Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3.  With some of the assemblies, secondary 
flow and exhaust nozzle pressure ratio were varied by modulating the secondary-weight- 
flo-iw valve and 585 engine speed, respectively. The exact pressure ratio and secondary 
weight flow for all configurations tested at  military power a r e  given in appendix A. 
Data Reduction 
Engine airflow was determined using prior engine calibration data (ref. 20) along 
with in-flight measurements of engine speed, pressure, and temperature a t  the com- 
pressor face. Knowing compressor inlet flow, the total pressure and temperature at  
the turiceine discharge, and the fuel flow rates,  other parameters at  the primary nozzle 
exit, such as  effective area  A8, total pressure P8, and total temperature T8, were 
obtained from previous calibrations. Calibrations of the secondary-flow-valve pressure 
drop and position were used to determine secondary airflow. 
Prior in- flight thrust system calibrations were made with reference cylindrical 
ejectors on both nacelles. The ejector thrvst characteristics in conjunction with the 
load-cell readings were  used to  determine a nacelle t a r e  force. The t a r e  force con- 
sisting of the inlet momentum and all external forces  on the nacelle forward of the nsz-  
z le  attachment flange (nacelle station 457.2 cm (180 in. )), was shown to  be a function of 
flight speed and inlet spillage. Knowing these two parameters  during the researer? f!ighe_s 
enabled the t a r e  to be determined. The load-cell measurement was used in. eo~~;binatlcin 
with the t a r e  force to determine nozzle gross  thrust  minus drag. Details of the calibra- 
tions and of the thrust-measuring system for  the F-106 a r e  presented in reference 21 
The basic  nozzle performance parameter  selected was a rat io  of measured gr.c)ss 
thrust-minus-drag to the ideal thrust  of the pr imary  flow. The ideal thrust of the pri- 
m a r y  was calculated from the known mass-flow ra t e  expanded isentropically t o  ambient 
pressure  p P re s su res  were integrated along the various surfaces and the  c a l c u ~ ~ t e d  0' 
axial forces  a r e  presented in  t e r m s  of percent of ideal pr imary thrust.  Individual pres- 
s u r e  distributions a r e  a l so  shown for the various components. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Isolated (Wind Tunne l )  and Instal led (Fl iqht) Comaaarisons 
Isolated models of the flight hardware were tested on a 21.59-centimelter (8.5-in, ) 
diameter (0.34-scale), strut-supported, closed-nose body of revolution in the? 8- by E- 
Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel ( ~ e f .  17). .The cold-flow models were tested over a range 
of conditions which encompassed o r  were near the F-I06 operating schedule. P s e v i o ~ s  
wind tunnel t e s t s  indicated that the tunnel data i n  the Mach-I.  0-to-I. 3 range may n3t be 
representative of t rue isolated data s ince tunnel interference appeared to  cause lhig\eer 
pressures  on the external nozzle surfaces (ref. 22). 
Performance Comparisons 
Performance of most  of the configurations which were flight tested is compared ~71th 
0.34-scale, isolated, cold-flow model performance in  figure 12. The performance sf 
the isolated nozzles declined gradually as Mach number was increased, with a rather 
sha rp  decrease occurring between Mach 0 .9  and 1 .0 .  The installed nozzles, on the 
other hand, exhibited an  increase in  thrust  coefficient with increasing Mach number 
which peaked at Mach 0.95 and then sharply declined, reaching a minimum near Mach 
1 .0 .  Fo r  most of the configurations tested, no significant installation effect was 
observed between Mach 0 .8  and 0.9.  There  were adverse effects at lower speeds and 
a t  Mach numbers from 1. 0 to  1 .2 ,  and a favorable effect at Mach 0.95. This favorable 
ef1ez-t is a result of a terminal shock which moves back over the nacelle, and at a Mach 
n x ~ b s ?  3f 0,95 is just upstream of the nozzle assembly. As described in reference 2 ,  
~,;ie con.rbincatlon of the flow field of the wing and the flow field around the nacelle, which 
ref u2:ted by the Bower surface of the wing, amplifies the recompression of the flow 
+ L I L . .  la.,% o~:gh the shock and over the nozzle assembly. These higher pressures reduce the 
n ~ z z l e  arag, increasing the nozzle performance. As Mach number was increased beyond 
0 95, a sha rp  drop in efficiency was measured which was considerably greater than 
reasused in the isolated tests .  The drop in performance can be attributed to the low 
sdiakae pressures resulting when the terminal shock moves off the nozzle a t  Mach 0.96 
1;; 1. 8. Tisere is indication that the terminal shock on the isolated nozzles tested in the 
i ;~ t i~d "iinnei aid not move off the nozzle until a Mach number somewhat greater than 1.1. 
Component Force Comparisons 
Tk,e p h g  body and primary flap forces calculated by a pressure integration a r e  pre- 
ser te l  in hgxre 83 for both the isolated and installed tests .  For the installed nozzle the 
rjryxa-ry flap and plug pressure forces both reflect the same general trend a s  the per-  
tornaner ,  In general, it can be seen that the component most affected by the installation 
zpgezra to be the plug body. The sharp drop in pressure force on the plug surface asso- 
sla:ea wsth terminal shock movement can be seen between Mach 0.96 and 1 .0  in the 
iijight tests but  appears to be somewhat delayed to higher speeds in the wind tunnel. 
A comparison of the circumferential pressure distributions on the retracted shrouds 
31 1he c-jhindrical and boatbiled nacelles is made in figures 1 4  and 15. In all cases the 
El,ilw 3'sf: the tap of the wing washes down on the nozzle assembly and causes higher pres- 
s ,ires i? the upper quadrant immediately aft of the wing trailing edge. At Mach 0.80 
( f ~ g s  .. 4(a) and 15 (a)), the recompression on the installed nozzle is not much stronger 
tram t h a ~  of Ihe isolated nozzle, as can be seen by the comparative pressure levels. As 
'cne l e r  r n ~ n a ~  shock moves back closer to  the nozzle a t  Mach 0.90 (figs. 14@) and 15 (b)), 
'iigher prexs,wes a r e  measured on the installed assembly. At low supersonic speeds 
S L G ~  as NIacbli 1. I, the terminal shock is off the installed nozzle. However, in the iso- 
lated case the higher pressures on the primary flap (figs. 14(c) and 15(c)) may indicate 
3ile ten.rK:~aal shock is still in the vicinity of the nozzle. Pressure  distributions on the 
plug sur4ace a r e  presented in appendix I3. 
Fagure 16 presents the pressure distribution on the nacelle boattail and primary 
ilap for Lhe boattailed nacelle with the intermediate shroud extension. For this config- 
raration the primary flap is completely shielded and the circumferential pressure asym- 
me cry LS only present on the boattail. The pressure distributions on the external sur-  
laces ~f Ihe fully extended shroud (not presented) were very similar to those of the inter- 
mediabe extension. 
The cylindrical shroud extension caused the external flow to turn axially at .k'!le 
boattail-shroud juncture. This flow compression fed forward onto the boattail ana re- 
a bSSUrE?S sulted in lower boattail drags (figs. 15 and 16). The external primary flap p - ~  
reflected the overexpanded corrected secondary weight flow with corresponding ?ow 
pressures. Figure 17 presents the pressure distribution on the tapered fairkg ailcI pr l-  
mary flap for the tapered nacelle configuration. Less circumferential pressure varaa- 
tion is evidenced on the primary flap, as well as a higher overall pressure level tkac 
was measured with the cylindrical nacelle (fig. 14). Only small differences in pr:rnar-j 
flap pressures were measured compared to isolated results.  
Pumping Character ist ics 
&SIC con- The effect of the installation on the pumping characteristics of the three b-i 
figurations tested at Mach 0.90 and a nominal corrected secondary-weigM-flow ratio of 
0.03 is presented in figure 18. At this Mach number the secondary total p1ressv;re was 
lower than ambient p0 for the cylindrical and tapered nacelle assembliek. The lower 
secondary pressure did result in a secondary exit momentum which could be interpreted 
a s  a drag force. 
Since the secondary pumping of this type of plug nozzle (with the shroud ret:-aeced) 
is achieved primarily by the external stream rather than by the primary jet, it wcauld be 
expected to be relatively sensitive to dist.ortion of the external flow field. At Pdaeh 0,8C 
the cylindrical nacelle assembly appeared to be most affected by the installatioa; requlr - 
ing approximately 9 percent higher secondary pressure to pump the same secondary flow 
when installed (fig. 18(a)). The boattailed nacelle, which had a relocated throat and 
secondary exit downstream of the wing trailing edge, required only 2 percent higher 
secondary pressure when installed to pump the same weight flow (fig. 318(b)), The 
tapered nacelle (fig. B8(c)) showed no measurable difference in pumping characteristics 
due to installation. 
Instal led Nozzle Character ist ics (Fliqht) 
Several variations of a plug nozzle installed on an underwing nacelle were tested a1 
Mach numbers from 0.6 to I. 3 .  Although the nacelle location was fixed relative to the 
aircraft wing (fig. 2), the specific location of the nozzle components for the various 
assemblies was somewhat different. These installation differences (see APPARATUS 
AND PROCEDURE section) should be kept in mind when comparisons of the flight-.xes&ed 
nozzles a r e  made. 
Effect of Nacelle Geometry 
Three hfferent  types of nacelle shapes immediately ahead of the nozzles were 
tested: cylindrical, boattailed, and tapered (see fig. 6). Two retracted shroud exten- 
s:onx were Sested with the cylindrical nacelle and their performance is shown in fig- 
are 19 The performance of both shrouds followed the same general trend. Perform- 
ance increased with increasing Mach number, peaked a t  Mach 0.95, and then dropped 
sharply near IKach I. 0 as the terminal shock passed over the nozzle. The shortest 
shroud (X/I = -0.12) appeared to  perform slightly better over the Mach number range 
bested. The higher performance is the result of lower primary flap drag. However, in 
static tests of the same hardware (ref. 18) it was found that the longer shroud extension 
b,/Z = - C, 08) gave slightly higher performance. 
Ybe performance of the three different boattailed-nacelle shroud extensions is shown 
-Er iigare 20. The highest performance was measured with the retracted shroud and de- 
creased with shroud extension. The drop in performance with the longer extensions 
resulted from larger a reas  of overexpansion on the plug and the primary flap surface. 
Wind tunnel tes ts  on a s imilar  isolated plug nozzle have shown that the benefits of shroud 
extension a% even higher nozzle pressure rat ios a r e  not realized below Mach numbers 
of E , 2  (ref. 1 5 ) .  
A ~i-omparison of the performance of the boattailed assembly with retracted shroud 
(x7/5" -0,171) and the cylindrical nacelle assembly with retracted shroud (x/l = -0.12) 
shows slightly higher performance for the boattailed assembly over the entire Mach num- 
ber range tested (figs. 19 and 20). In general, the drag on the boattail is offset by higher 
2ressc.w forces on the plug body and primary flap along with a larger secondary-flow 
exit n?~mentum. 
The tapered nacelle was tested to see  the effects on plug performance of an over- 
sized xiace11he having a double - conic juncture at its maximum diameter. The assembly 
was made by using the basic cylindrical nacelle (x/l = -0. 080) with a tapered fairing 
externally attached to  it. The effect of changing nacelle geometry from the cylindrical 
c; .:he; sloukle-conic shape is shown in figure 21. The presence of the tapered fairing 
resulted in a flow field that gave a higher nozzle gross thrust coefficient over the Mach 
number. range tested. If the nozzle is charged for  the drag  on the aft conic surface of 
t h e  tapered nacelle, performance was still slightly higher than the cylindrical nacelle 
subsxonieally, but was slightly lower above Mach 1.0. 
Effect of Plug Truncation 
The plug body was designed such that two truncations could be tested. For each 
truncation, base caps were available for closing the base if  desired. The base caps did 
add some length compared to the corresponding open base. The same truncations re- 
sulted in different percentage changes for the cylindrical and boattail assemblies because 
of their corresponding different plug lengths (throat plane to apex). Tests were run  with 
nominal plug lengths of 100, 75, and 50 percent with the x/l = -0.12 cylindrical. nacelle 
assembly and with plug lengths of 100 and 65 percent with the xyl' = -0.1'71 boattailed 
nace Ile . 
The thrust characteristics, plug forces, base pressures, and base forces are S ~ O T J J ~ ~  
for each truncation in figures 22 and 23. An approximate linear decrease in performance 
with plug truncation was measured for the configurations with the cylindrical shroud, as 
shown in figure 22 (a). At Mach 0.9 a 2 -percent drop with 50-percent truncation was 
due primarily to a smaller plug pressure force (fig. 22(b)). (Pressure distributic~nx onr 
the plug surface a r e  presented in appendix B. ) As the terminal shock passed over the 
plug, between Mach 0.96 and 1.0, the plug base pressures dropped considerably (see 
fig. 22(d)). The configurations with the nominal 50-percent plug lengths have large base 
areas  compaied with the shorter truncation, and therefore a drop in base pressure, as 
evidenced at  supersonic speeds, results in a more significant drag force. 
The boattailed nacelle assembly did not show any noticeable loss in performance 
when the plug was truncated to 67 percent of full length (fig. 23). The change in plug 
force was small and was generally less than that of the same physical truncation (75 
percent) with the cylindrical nacelle. No significant base drag was measured, due prr- 
marily to the relatively small base area.  
After examining plug truncation effects for the cylindrical and boattailed nacelle 
assemblies, it can be concluded that the amount of truncation possible, without adversely 
affecting nozzle performance , is sensitive to configuration and Mach number. 
Effect of Secondary Weight Flow 
The effect of secondary weight flow on the performance of the cylindrical. and boat- 
tailed nacelle assemblies is shown in figure 24. The trend of increasing gross thrust 
coefficient with increasing secondary flow existed over the Mach number ra,nge. The 
full ram drag penalty of the secondary flow is sometimes assessed to the nozzle. This 
performance parameter, EF - D) - rnsva/Fi, p, also exhibits an increasing trend with 
increasing secondary weight flow at  the subsonic Mach numbers (fig. 25). Although all 
the component nozzle forces (fig. 26) increase slightly with increasing secondary flow, 
che largest iacrease results from secondary momentum. The increase in the absolute 
secondary weight flow accounts for 60 to 70 percent of the total performance increase. 
The agreement in nozzle efficiency obtained from the load cell and that calculated by 
~nm~mzition of the component forces is shown in the upper part of the figure. The load- 
cell system gave an efficiency somewhat lower than calculated for both configurations at 
Mach 0. 9, 
Effect of Exhaust Nozzle Pressure Ratio 
Nozzle pressure ratio was varied by modulating engine speed for the cylindrical and 
boattailed nacelle assemblies. Its effect on nozzle thrust coefficient at  several Mach 
numbers is presented in figure 27. At a nominal Mach 0.9 aircraft speed, the perform- 
ance of the boattailed nacelle with fully retracted shroud was considerably less sensitive 
to pressure ratio change than the corresponding cylindrical nacelle configuration; re -  
Cb~ciang pressure ratio from 3.7 to 2. 8 resulted in drops in thrust coefficient from 0.94 
to 0.90 and from 0.93 to 0. 85, respectively. 
Pumping Characteristics 
Pumping characteristics of the various configurations tested with the full-length 
plcg are shown in figure 28. At Mach 0.90 the cylindrical nacelle assembly required 
approximately 9 percent lower secondary pressure to pump a comparable secondary 
flow than the boattailed nacelle assembly with retracted shroud, a s  seen by comparing 
figures and (c). As the shroud was extended, the pumping characteristics changed, 
with tine longest shroud (xv/l' = 0.177 (fig. 28(e)) requiring 18 percent lower secondary 
pressure to pump the same secondary flow as the shortest shroud extension (xr/l " 
-0,171 )~ The tapered nacelle required slightly higher pressures to pump secondary flow 
than the cylindrical nacelle with the same shroud extension (x/l = -0.08). 
Component Forces 
A breakdown of nozzle component forces over the Mach number range is given in 
iigure 29. The effect of the terminal shock passing over the nozzle between Mach 0. 96 
and 1.0 produces the largest effect on the plug and primary flap. On the boattailed and 
tapered nacelle assemblies the effect is also seen on the boattail and tapered fairing 
(figs. 29(c) to (f)). Figures 29(c) to (e) show the effects of shroud extension with the 
boattailed nacelle on the individual components. For the extended shrouds the fSow over 
the boattail is turned axially at the point where the shroud extension begins. Tins re- 
sults in a compression which feeds up onto the boattail, with corresponding lower Grags. 
However, much larger internal losses a r e  measured on the plug and primary f l a ~ .  F,g- 
ure  29(f) presents the component forces of the nozzle with the tapered nacelle assemkfy 
The favorable effects at subsonic speeds can be seen, a s  several  cornponeairs show 
benefits with the tapered nacelle compared with the cylindrical nacelle for comparable 
shroud extensions (figs. 29 (b) and (f)). Figure 30 compares the performance measured 
by the load cell and the performance obtained by summing the component forces There 
is relatively close agreement between the measured and calculated perforn?anct?, 
Secondary-Flow Prof i les 
Early in the test  ser ies ,  significant temperature profiles coupled with pressure dam 
indicated some degree of reverse  or  recirculating flow in regions of the secondary pas- 
sage near the exit plane. This was apparent only for the cylindrical nacelle assembly, 
whose secondary exit plane was just upstream of the wing trailing edge. The best indi- 
cation of the localized recirculation appeared to  be gas temperature measurements in 
the secondary exit plane (fig. 31). When reverse  flow did exist, the local secondary gas 
temperatures were low as a result of the recirculation of the cold ambient air in  those 
regions. It can be seen that a t  low secondary weight flows the secondary flow had diffi- 
culty exiting between the top a i d  inboard 45' sectors ,  a s  evidenced by the cool secondary 
temperature in those regions. Uniform secondary flow was not evidenced unrtil a cor- 
rected secondary weight flow of about 0.04 was attained; the average exit secondary 
Mach number was approximately 0.26 at these conditions. 
Temperature D is t r ibu t ions  
Temperature distributions along the plug and shroud for the cylindrical. and boat- 
tailed assemblies a r e  shown in figure 32. The uncooled plug body was essentially uni- 
form in temperature along the entire length, although a slight change in level was meas- 
ured a t  the throat of the nozzles. The plug-body skin temperatures downstream of the 
throat were approximately 93 and 96 percent of the combustion gas temperature T8 $or 
the cylindrical and boattailed nacelle assemblies, respectively. 
The most extended shroud tested with the boattailed nacelle had two rows of thermo- 
couples located on the internal surface of the shroud both in line with ( 1 2 0 ~ )  and sn 
between (180') two plug support s truts .  The 180' row indicated slightly cooler xklra 
temperatures, with the trend of increasing temperature with distance aft indicated on 
30th rcws.  The general temperature level measured on the shroud skin was approxi- 
mately 40 percent of the main combustion total temperature T8. 
Boundary Layer 
A 'boundary-layer survey was made with a 10.16-centimeter (4.0-in. ) rake on the 
bottom of the nacelle for the boattailed and tapered assemblies. On the boattailed nacelle 
the rake was located just ahead of the boattail (nacelle station 524.5 em, or 206.5 in. ) 
as can be seen in figure 4(a). With the tapered nacelle (see fig. 5(b)), the rake was 
located perpendicular to the aft surface of the tapered fairing just ahead of the trailing 
edge (nacelle station 523.2 em, or  206.0 in. ). 
The velocity profile for the boattailed nacelle assembly at various Mach numbers 
with the engine a t  military power and a corrected secondary flow of about 0.03 is shown 
in figdre 33 (a). The velocity profile is defined as the rat io of the local velocity to the 
velocity a t  a distance 10.16 centimeters (4.0 in. ) from the surface. The measurements 
indicate a boundary layer considerably thicker than that estimated by using flat-plate 
theory. The boundary layer measured with the tapered nacelle is shown in figure 33 (b). 
The data indicate a localized separation or vortex shedding in the boundary layer near 
the shroud trailing edge, apparently a result  of the double-cone shoulder. The effect 
of inlet spillage on boundary-layer profile is shown in figure 34 at Mach 0.9. Compari- 
son is made with a 1/7-power profile assuming a turbulent 10.16- centimeter (4. 0-in. ) 
thick b~oundary layer. Increasing inlet spillage appears to generate a profile approaching 
the 1/7 power. 
Dynamic Pressure Measurements 
Tlaree high-response pressure transducers were used to measure dynamic pressures 
on the p i ~ g  surface at 0' and 180' circumferential location about halfway down the full- 
length plug and in the base cap of the 50-percent truncated plug. The outputs were re-  
corded on an  analog tape recorder during each 11.6-second data scan. No evidence of 
ur-asteady pressure was detected. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Several variations of plug nozzle designs were tested installed under the wing of an 
F-106B aircraft at  Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3.  The configurations simulated sub- 
sonic geometries of nozzles designed for high supersonic speeds (-Mach 2 . 8 ) .  Per- 
formance is compared with 0.34-scale, isolated, cold-flow results. The tunnel data 
between Mach 1 .0  and 1 .3  may not be representative of true isolated data since tunnel 
interference appears to cause higher external nozzle pressures. The following rc?swlts 
were obtained: 
1. In most cases, the installation had little effect on performance at  Mach numbers 
from 0.80 to 0.90. An adverse effect was measured at  lower speeds and at Mach num- 
bers  from 1 .0  to 1.2,  but a significant improvement was measured at  Mach 0.95. 
2. The major differences in performance between isolated and installed assemblies 
appear to stem from changes in pressure forces on the plug body. 
3. The installation caused appreciable circumferential pressure variations on the 
plug nozzle assembly (high pressures on top) immediately aft of the wing trailing edge 
and in some instances caused the secondary cooling flow to exit asymmetrically. No 
evidence of unsteady pressure on the plug surface was detected with high-response pres- 
sure  transducers. 
4. Nozzle gross thrust-minus-drag ratioed to ideal primary thrust of 0 .95  was 
measured a t  Mach 0.90, at an exhaust nozzle pressure ratio of 3.7 and approximately 
3 -percent corrected secondary flow. 
5. Over the range tested, increasing secondary flow increased nozzle performance 
primarily because of the secondary flow momentum increase. 
6. The performance of the configuration having the boattailed nacelle afterbody and 
smaller plug was less sensitive to nozzle pressure ratio than the cylindrical nacelle and 
larger plug. 
7. A comparison of the effects of plug truncation with the cylindrical and boattailed 
nacelle assemblies indicated that the degree of truncation possible without adversely 
affecting performance is sensitive to configuration and Mach number. 
8. Reducing the shroud exit diameter by means of boattailing ahead of the shroud 
appeared to improve performance over the Mach range tested. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, March 8, 1971, 
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APPENDIX A 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PRESSURE CONDITIONS 
Nozzle pressure  rat io ,  corrected secondary weight flow, and secondary pressure  
ra.k-lo are presented over the Mach number range for  all configurations tested a t  nominal 
military power in figure 35. All configurations show a sha rp  change in pumping charac- 
teristics between Mach 0.96 and 0.98. This is presumably caused by the passage of the 
terminal shiocir over the nozzle resulting in  lower back pressures  a t  the unchoked sec-  
o~aar j i  exit., 
APPENDIX B 
PLUG PRESSURE DlSTRlBUTlONS 
The pressure distributions on the plug surface for the cylindrical nacelle (x / I  = 
-0.12) and boattailed nacelle (x'/lT = -0.171) a r e  shown in figures 36 and 3 1 .  There :s 
a marked circumferential asymmetry in the plug pressures with the cylindrreal shroud. 
The pressures near the top, or 0' line, a r e  affected by the flow washing d o ~ m ~  cf f the 
wing trailing edge. The expansion characteristics on conical plug surfaces have beec 
studied in previous tes ts  (ref. 23). A f ree  boundary develops between the nozzle cx8-la-iLst 
and the external flow. This f ree  boundary is changed locally by the flow off the w a g ,  
The result is a phase shift in the pressure oscillations in this a rea .  The a~l -of -phase  
relation between the pressures on the top and bottom of the plug surface is rmost notice- 
able at flight Mach numbers MQ of 0.85 (fig. 36(b)), 0.88 (fig. 36(c)), and 0. 95 (frg. 
36(d)), where they a r e  almost 180' out of phase over most of the plug surface. At 
M0 = 1 . 2  (fig. 36(e)) the terminal shock has passed over the nozzle and off the plugl and 
the wing flow has a lessened effect on the nozzle pressures.  
The circumferential pressure distribution along the plug is more uniform for the 
boattailed nacelle (fig. 37). The flow off the wing has a lesser  effect because the relc- 
cated primary exit plane with this assembly is further aft of the wing trailing edge. 
APPENDIX C 
SYMBOLS 
Ae 
2 2 shroud exit area: cylindrical and tapered nacelles, 3167.12 cm (490.87 in. ); 
2 2 boattail nacelle, 1546. 47 cm (239.70 in. ) 
A* nozzle geometric throat a r e a  (cold), 760.0 cm 2 (110.0 in. 2 ) 
2 2 nozzle effective throat a r e a  (hot), cm (in. ) 
c 
P 
pressure coefficient, @ - po)/qo 
D drag, N(1b) 
d diameter, cm (in. ) 
dn reference nacelle diameter, 63.5 cm (25.0 in. ) 
F nozzle gross thrust,  N(1b) 
- nozzle gross thrust coefficient 
Fi, p 
b altitude, m (ft) 
I plug length measured from estimated primary throat of cylindrical and tapered 
nacelle assemblies, nacelle station 535.1 cm (210.67 in. ) 
I P  plug length measured from estimated primary throat of boattailed nacelle 
assemblies, nacelle station 565.7 cm (222.71 in. ) 
M Mach number 
rn inlet capture mass  flow, kg/sec (lb/sec) 
m 
0 
ideal mass  flow based on 37.37-cm (14.715-in. ) diameter inlet, kg/sec (lb/sec) 
P 2 total pressure,  N/m abs bsia) 
P 
2 
static pressure, N/m abs k s i a )  
2 
90 dynamic pressure, N/m abs (psia) 
I radius, em (in. ) 
T total temperature, K (OR) 
V velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
x axial distance measured from estimated primary throat of cylindrical and 
tapered nacelle assemblies, nacelle station 53 5 . 1  cm (2 10.67 in. ) 
x axial distance measured from estimated primary throat of boattailed nacelle 
assemblies, nacelle station 565.7 cm (222. 71 in. ) 
Y distance measured along rake perpendicular to shroud surface, cm (in. ) 
CY angle of attack, deg 
0 elevon deflection, deg 
6 boundary layer thickness, cm (in. ) 
o ratio of secondary to primary weight flows 
w f l  corrected secondary weight flow 
7 rat io of secondary to primary total temperatures 
Subscripts : 
b plug base 
c nozzle component 
i ideal 
2 local 
P primary air 
PI plug 
s secondary a i r  
w plug wall 
0 free s t ream 
2 compressor inlet station 
8 primary nozzle throat station 
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TABLE I. - WEIGHT BREAKDOWN OF 
CYLINDRICAL SHROUD ASSEMBLY 
[ ~ e t  center of gravity, station 509. 8  cm 
(200.7 in. )g  
Figure 1. - Modified F-106B aircraft i n  flight. 
Item 
Plug 
Struts and support rings 
Pr imary  nozzle assembly 
Outer shroud 
Shroud attach ring 
Straps 
Seal 
Bolts and fasteners 
Weight 
kg 
23.0 
10 .6  
18 .8  
24. 5  
17 .3  
2 . 0  
4 . 9  
6. 8  
-- 
107.9 
lb 
50.7 
23.3 
41 .5  
54. 1 
3 8 . 1  
4 . 3  
10 .8  
15. 0  
237.8 
rForward l i n k  
/ 
I I 
Sta i lon 132.79 254.00 (ioo. 00): 528.90 (208.231 658.14 (259 11) I 
(52. 28): i n le t  reference station, wing t ra i l i ng  edge plug apex 
l e a d ~ n g  edge compressor face 
Figure 2. - Schematic of test installation. (A l l  d imensions are i n  cm (in. ). 
(a) P lug  length, 100 percent. 
(b) Plug length, 73 percent (open base). 
F iqure 3. - Cyl indr ical  nacelle assembly (sh roud  extension, x l l -  -0.120). 
(c) P l u g  length, 48 percent  lopen base). 
(d) P l u g  length, 50 percent  (closed base). 
F igure 3. - Concluded. 
(a) Shroud extension, x' l l '  = -0.171. 
(b) Shroud extension, x'll' = 0.005. 
( c )  Shroud extension, x1/Z' = 0.177. 
Figure 4. - Boattailed nacelle assembly. Plug length, 100 percent. 
(a) Three-quarter  aft view. 
( b )  Side view. 
F igure 5. -Tapered nacel le  assembly ( s h r o u d  extension, xlZ = -0.08). 
Figure 6. - P l u g  nozzle dimensions. (Al l  d imensions are i n  cm (in. 1. I 
53.34 - -- 
(21.01 - -  I- fi.5:2) -1 
t 
Reference station 
565.68 (222.71) 
Tapered nacelle 
Figure 7. - Coordinates of boattailed nacelle. Shroud  extension, x ' i  1' = -0. 171; p lug 
length, 1' = 92.46 cent imeters (36.40 in .  ( A l l  d imensions are i n  crn ( in .  ). 1 
- 
h e w  180" from 
Reference stat ion 
565.68 (222.713 
F igu re  8. -Coordinates of  14" rounded p r i m a r y  flap. Plug length, Z '  = 92.46 
cent imeters (36.40 in. ). ( A l l  d imens ions  a r e  i n  c m  ( i n .  1.1 
Secondary measurements, 
XI[  * -0.91 
7-- -- I 
S ~ d e  
I vlew End view I 
Tapered nacelle 
(view 180 from 
t r ue  p o s ~ t ~ o n i  - 
. . . *  ' 
- - 
F \ ,F--' 
0 731 open 
0 751 closed 
L x ' / l l  = 0 669 c ~ s e t '  
0. M4 open 
Side view I i(o.6i 
Secondary measurements, 
x'/Zi - - 0. 168 
(a) Shrouds and p lug truncations. 
o Total pressure 
e Static pressure 
@ Thermocouple 
0 Dynamic pressure 
8 Cyl indr ica l  and tapered nacel le Boattailed nacelle 
100-Percent p lug- ins t rumentat ion 
i b l  Ins t rumentat ion,  looking upstream. 
Figure 9. - P lug nozzle ins t rumentat ion,  shrouds, and p lug truncations. (A l l  dimensions are i n  cm (in. i. i 
Fl ight  Mach number, Mo 
F igure  10. -Nomina l  f l i gh t  test a l t i tude - M a c h  number  profile. 
F l ight  Mach number,  Mo 
Figure 11. - A n g l e  of attack and  elevon deflection over f l ight  test pro- 
file. 
---& lnstalleti ( f l ight  test! 
-- -- Isolated (wind tunnel  test) 
t-.-+ Indicates position of possible 
tunne l  interferonce 
(a1 Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
xi1 = -0.12; plug length, 100 percent. 
Y 
- rn 
(c) Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
2 x l l  = -0.12; plug length, 48 percent (open 
(e) Boattailed nacelle; shroud extension, 
x ' l l '  = -0.171; plug length, 100 percent. 
(b) Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
xi1 = -0.12; plug length, 73 percent (open 
base) 
(d! Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
x l l  = -0.08; plug length, 100 percent. 
(f) Boattailed nacelle; shroud extension, 
x ' l l '  = 0.005; plug length, 100 percent. 
. . 
.6 . S  1.0 1.2 1.4 .6  .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
Flight Mach number, Mo 
lg! "oattailed nacelle; shroud extension, (h )  Tapered nacelle; shroud extension, 
x ' l l '  = 0.177; plug length, 100 percent. x l t  = -0.08; plug length, 100 percent 
(Nozzle charged for aft cone force. I 
F i g ~ i r ~  12. - Instal lat ion effect on nozzle performance. Nominal corrected secondary weight flow, 
W-IT - 0.0;. 
ia! Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
* I 1  = -0. 12; plug length, 100 percent. 
g 
.- i c )  Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
L 
1 - x!! = -0.12; plug length, 48 percent (open 
?a 
a base, base drag not included). 
(el Boattailed nacelle; shroud extension, 
x ' N '  = -0.171; plu,g length, 100 percent. 
y indrical nacelle; shroud extensiog, 
xi1 = -0.12; plug length, 73 percenr iope: 
(d) Cylindrical nacelle; shroud extension, 
xi1 = -0.08; plug length, 100 percent. 
( f )  Joattailed nacelle; shroud extension, 
x ' i l '  = 0.005; plug length, 100 percent. 
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Figure 14. - Instalict; anL isolate: p rcssure  d is t r ibu t ion  fo r  cy l ind r i ca l  nacelle (sh roud  
cxtcnsion, x i 1  = 4.12). M i l i t a r y  ?o'viler; ;;lug length, 100 percent; corrected secon- 
6ary:vei;ht ilci:', +/r= 0.53. 
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(b) Flight Mach number, Mo = 0.9. 
(c) Flight Mach number, Mo = 1.1. 
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Figure 15. - Installed and isolated pressure distr ibution for  boattailed nacelle (shroud exten- 
sion, x ' i l '  = -0.171). Mi l i tary  Fewer; plug length, 100 percent; corrected secondary weight 
flcw, w f i -  0.03. 
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i i g u r e  17 - Installed and isolated pressure distr ibut ion for tapered nacelle 
isI l r3ud extension, xi1 = -0.08). -Military power; plug length, 100 percent; cor -  
re,ted secondary weight flow, w-IT = 0.03. 
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(c)  Tapered nacelle; sh roud  extension, xIZ = -0.08. 
Figure 18. -Ef fect  of insta l lat ion o n  pumping characteristics. Plug 
length, 100 percent; flight-Mach number, hi0 = 0.9; corrected 
secondary weight flow, wdr = 0.03. 
F l igh t  Mach  number,  M0  
F igu re  19. -Ef fect  of sh roud  extension o n  ! ~ c r i o r m a n c e  of  c y l i n d r i -  
cal nacelle. Plug length, @0 percent; m i l i t a ry  power; corrected 
secondary weight  flow, o-IT = 0.03. 
F l ight  Mach  number,  Mo  
F igu re  20. - Effect of s h r o u d  extension o n  per formance of  boattailed 
nacelle. P l u g  length, 100 ~ e r c e n t ;  m i l i t a ry  power: corrected 
secondary weight  flow, w4-c = 0.03. 
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Figure 21. - Effect of nacelle geometry o n  plug 
nozzle performance. Shroud  extension, 
x I l . 2  -0.08; corrected secondary weight flow, 
wdr = 0.03. 
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Figure 24. - Effect of secondary flow on nozzle gross t h r u s t  
coefiicient for var ious f l ight Mach numbers M and 
nozzle pressure ratios P81p0. Plug length, 108 percent; 
mi l i tary polwer. 
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P! (a) Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  extension, xlZ = -0.12. 
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Corrected secondary weight flow, w 6  
(b) :oattailei nacelle; shrour i  extension, x ' n  ' = -C. 171, 
Figure 25. - Effect o i  secondary flow o n  nozzle perforniance 
coeif icient for  var ious f l i gh t  Mach numbers  M 0  and 
nozzle pressure ratios Psisg. Plug length, 100 percent; 
~ n i l i t a r y  poil!er. 
(a) Cyl indr ica l  nacelle; s h r o u d  extension, x l l  = -0. 12. 
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F igu re  26. - Effeci of secor~dary f low o n  component forces. 
F l ig l i t  Mach number ,  M0  = 0.9; m i l i t a ry  power; p lug  
length, 100 percent. 
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Y1 (a) Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  extension, x l l  = 
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(b)  Coattailed nacelle; sh roud  extension, x l / l l  = 
-0.171; p lug length, 100 percent. 
F igure 27. - Eiiect o l  nozzle pressure rat io o n  nozzle 
gross t h r u s t  coefficient. Corrected secondary 
weight flow, w-/?= 0.03. 
i z i  Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  extension, 
xll - -0. 12. 
(c)  Gcaitailed nacelle; sh roud  extension, 
x ' l l '  = -0. 171. 
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tension, x ' l l '  = 0.005. 
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i e )  Goartailed nacelle; sh roud  extension, 
x ' l i '  = 0. 177. 
( f )  Tapered nacelle; sh roud  exten- 
sion, xlZ = -0.08. 
Figure 28. - Pumping characteristics. M i l i t a r y  power; p lug length, 100 percent. 
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(a )  Cy l ind r i ca l  nacelle; s h r o u d  extension, 
0 + 
x L = -0.12. 
(b) Cy! indr ical  nacelle; s h r o u d  extension, 
xll = -0.08. 
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x"1 '  = -C. 171. x ' l l  ' = 0.005. 
Fi,~;re i;. - C o ~ n ~ o n ~ n t  lo rcc  brsal;d-own o l  160-percent p l u g  nozzle. M i l i t a r y  power; nomina l  c o r -  
rected :econr:ary :'!eicj?t ilovi, ti-/;= C.03. 
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Figure 29. - Concluded. 
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(a) Cy l i nd r i ca l  nacelle; sh roud  extension, xi1 = -0.12; f l i gh t  Mach  number,  Mo  = 0.88; 
temperature at  p r i m a r y  nozzle throat ,  T 8 =  968 I( (1742" R). 
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D ~ s t a n c e  along p lug  and s h r o u d  surface, x l l  and x ' l l '  
i b )  :oattailei nacelle; s h r o u d  extension, x ' l l '  = 0.117; ( l ight  Mach  number,  Mo  = 0.9; 
t e m ! ~ e r a t u r e  at  p r i m a r y  nozzle throat, T8 = 8 9 i  I( (1606' R). 
F i g u r ?  32. - Temperature d i s t r i bu t ion  a long p lug  and s h r o u d  surface. M i l i t a r y  power; 
p lug  Izngth,  100 p e r c ~ n t ;  mer id ian angle, 45"; corrected secondary weight flow, 
- 
.:-I i 0. 9:. 

(a) Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  extension, (b) Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  
xi[ = -0.12; p lug length, 100 percent. extension, xi1 = -0. 12; p lug  
length, 73 percent (open base). 
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(c )  Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  extension, i d )  Cyl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  
x!l = -0.12; plug length, 48 percent (open exiension, xi1 = -0. 12; p lug 
base). length, 50 percer? (closed base). 
Fi,ure ;:. - Pr imary  anu seconclary pressure condit ions. M i l i t a ry  power. 
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(e) Cvl indr ical  nacelle; sh roud  extension, (f) Goatlailed nacelle; sh roud  extension, 
x l l  = -0.08; p lug  length, 100 percent. x ' l l '  = -0.171; p lug  length, 100 percent 
( q )  Doattailed nacelle; sh roud  extension, 
x':Zt = -3 171; plug length, 67 percent 
(closed base). 
( h )  Zoattailed nacelle; sh roud  extens o n  
x ' l l '  - -0. 171; p lug length, 64 percent 
(open base). 
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F igure 35. - Concluded. 
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(d) nil0 = 0.95; w i i =  0.03; p a  = 163.4 itt\i/m2 (23.70 psia); (e l  M~ = 1.19; w-/T= 0.025; P8 = 188.2 l t ~ l m ~  127 29 psia), 
Pg/pg = 2.922. P8ipo = 4.972. 
Figure 36. - Pressure v a r i a t i ~ n  along plug surface of cy l ind r i ca l  nacelle ( x l l  = -0.12) for  var ious f l i gh t  Mach numbers  MI", co r rec ted  
secondary weight flows w-ir, pr imary  nozzle total pressures P8, and nozzle pressure rat ios P8/p0. M i l i t a r y  power; pli:g i eng tn ,  
100 percent. 
(a l  M0 - 0.80; w - h  = 0.029; P8 - 192.2 k ~ l r n '  (27.87 psia!; P81p0 = ?. 323. 
i b )  M~ = 0.85; w J i =  0.03; = 197.5 l t ~ i r n ~  (28.64 psia); p8/pO = 3.416. (c)  M~ = 0.90; u dr = 0.029; Pa = 174.7 kNlrn2 (25.34 psia); ~ ~ / p ~  = 3.691. 
$ < I  l i ;  - 0.45; W-/i= 0.029; P8 = 162.6 l t ~ i r n ~  123.59 psiai; p8ip0 = 3.934. ie! M~ = I. 12; w J i =  0.03; 176.5 kNin2(25.60 psia); pRipn= 4.712. 
. . 
$,I!+ 37. - I'ressu1.e var iat ion along plug surface of  boattailed nace i l@(X ' l l '  = -0.1711 for var ious f l i gh t  Mach numbers Mo, corrected secondary 
!'.ri,jllt iIo!.:s LJ-:T, p r i i l i a r ~  nozzle total pressures Pa, and nozzle pressure ratios P81po. M i l i t a ry  power; p lug  length, 100 percent. 
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